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MPEG-4 Beyond Conventional Video Coding: Object Coding, Resilience and ScalabilityMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
MPEG-4 (with a formal ISO/IEC designation ISO/IEC 14496) standardization was initiated in 1994 to address the requirements of the rapidly converging telecommunication, computer, and TV/film industries. MPEG-4 had a mandate to standardize algorithms for audiovisual coding in multimedia applications, digital television, interactive graphics, and...
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Guide to Neural Computing Applications (Hodder Arnold Publication)Butterworth-Heinemann, 1998
An excellent tutorial and practical users guide - far more accessible than the competition.,Professor Alan F. Murray, University of Edinburgh, UK. ... deserves a place on the neural network practitioners bookshelf ...,Proceedings of the Institution of Electrical Engineers,     

       Neural networks have shown enormous potential for...
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Handbook on Information Technology in Finance (International Handbooks on Information Systems)Springer, 2008
This Handbook contains surveys of state-of-the-art concepts, systems, applications, best practices as well as contemporary research in the intersection between IT and finance. Included are recent trends and challenges, IT systems and architectures in finance, essential developments and case studies on management information systems, service...
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Multi-Camera Networks: Principles and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2009
This book is the definitive reference in multi-camera networks. It gives clear guidance on the conceptual and implementation issues involved in the design and operation of multi-camera networks, as well as presenting the state-of-the-art in hardware, algorithms and system development. The book is broad in scope, covering smart camera architectures,...
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Matrices and Matroids for Systems Analysis (Algorithms and Combinatorics)Springer, 2009

	A matroid is an abstract mathematical structure that captures combinatorial properties of matrices. This book offers a unique introduction to matroid theory, emphasizing motivations from matrix theory and applications to systems analysis.

	This book serves also as a comprehensive presentation of the theory and application of mixed...
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Discrete Mathematics for Computer ScientistsAddison Wesley, 2010

	Many colleges and universities offer a course in discrete mathematics. Students
	taking these courses are from many disciplines, one of the largest
	being computer science. As a part of the Mathematics Across the Curriculum
	project at Dartmouth, supported by the National Science Foundation,1
	we proposed to create a discrete mathematics...
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A Practical Introduction to Hardware/Software CodesignSpringer, 2010


	This is a practical book for computer engineers who want to understand or

	implement hardware/software systems. It focuses on problems that require one

	to combine hardware design with software design – such problems can be solved

	with hardware/software codesign. When used properly, hardware/software codesign

	works better...
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Principles of Data Mining (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	Data Mining, the automatic extraction of implicit and potentially useful information from data, is increasingly used in commercial, scientific and other application areas.


	Principles of Data Mining explains and explores the principal techniques of Data Mining: for classification, association rule mining and clustering. Each...
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MATLAB Differential and Integral CalculusApress, 2014

	MATLAB is a high-level language and environment for numerical computation, visualization, and programming. Using MATLAB, you can analyze data, develop algorithms, and create models and applications. The language, tools, and built-in math functions enable you to explore multiple approaches and reach a solution faster than with spreadsheets or...
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Tietz's Applied Laboratory MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Using a problem-based approach, Tietz's Applied Laboratory Medicine, Second Edition presents interesting cases to illustrate the current use and interpretation of the most commonly available clinical laboratory tests. The cases present detailed descriptions of the symptoms, diagnosis, and treatment of disease. The book...
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Docker for Data Science: Building Scalable and Extensible Data Infrastructure Around the Jupyter Notebook ServerApress, 2017

	Learn Docker "infrastructure as code" technology to define a system for performing standard but non-trivial data tasks on medium- to large-scale data sets, using Jupyter as the master controller.





	It is not uncommon for a real-world data set to fail to be easily managed. The set may not fit well into access memory or...
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Efficient Algorithms for Listing Combinatorial Structures (Distinguished Dissertations in Computer Science)Cambridge University Press, 1993

	This thesis is concerned with the design of efficient algorithms for listing combinatorial structures. The research described here gives some answers to the following questions: which families of combinatorial structures have fast computer algorithms for listing their members, What general methods are useful for listing combinatorial...
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